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Abstract. Autonomous agents operate in complex environments
and, over time, conflicts inevitably occur among them. Negotiation is
the predominant process for resolving conflicts. This paper presents a
generic negotiation model for autonomous agents that handles multi-
party, multi-issue and repeated rounds. The model is based on com-
putationally tractable assumptions, accounts for a tight integration
of the individual capability of planning and the social capability of
negotiation, and formalizes a set of human negotiation procedures.

1 INTRODUCTION

Autonomous agents are being used in an increasing number of appli-
cations. The agents operate in complex environments and, over time,
conflicts inevitably occur among them. The predominant process for
resolving conflicts is negotiation. Recent growing interest in elec-
tronic commerce has also given increased importance to negotiation.

This paper presents a generic negotiation model for autonomous
agents that handles multi-party, multi-issue, and single or repeated
rounds. The main components of the model are: (i) a prenegotia-
tion model, (ii) a multilateral negotiation protocol, (iii) an individual
model of the negotiation process, (iv) a set of negotiation strategies,
and (v) a set of negotiation tactics. The model is based on computa-
tionally tractable assumptions, accounts for a tight integration of the
individual capability of planning and the social capability of negoti-
ation, and formalizes a set of human negotiation procedures.

This paper builds on our theoretical and experimental work in the
area of negotiation [7]. In particular, this paper extends our negotia-
tion model by both continuing the description of the individual model
of the negotiation process and introducing a number of negotiation
strategies and tactics. The new strategies and tactics are motivated
by human procedures typical of integrative negotiation [6, 9, 10].
This paper also lays the foundation for extending our experimental
work, namely for performing a new experiment aiming at validating
a version of the model that handles two-party, multi-issue negotiation
(integrative negotiation).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents a generic model of individual behavior for autonomous
agents. The model forms a basis for the development of negotiat-
ing agents. Section 3 presents a generic model of negotiation for
autonomous agents. Section 4 situates the present work within the
related literature. Finally, section 5 concludes and outlines future av-
enues of research.
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2 AUTONOMOUS AGENTS

Let Agents be a set of autonomous agents. This section briefly de-
scribes the key features of every agentagi∈Agents.

The agentagi has a setBi = {bi1, . . .} of beliefs, a set
Gi = {gi1, . . .} of goals, and a libraryPLi = {pti1, . . .} of
plan templates.Beliefsrepresent information about the world and the
agent himself,goalsrepresent world states to be achieved, andplan
templatesare procedures for achieving goals. Every plan template
ptij∈PLi is a 6-tuple that includes a header, a type, a list of condi-
tions, a body, a list of constraints, and a list of statements. The header
is a 2-tuple:headerij = <pnameij , pvarsij>, wherepnameij is
the name ofptij andpvarsij is a set of variables. The libraryPLi

hascompositeplan templates specifying the decomposition of goals
into more detailed subgoals, andprimitive plan templates specifying
actions directly executable byagi.

The agentagi is able to generate complex plans from the simpler
plan templates stored in the library. Aplan pik for achieving a goal
gik∈Gi is a 3-tuple:pik = < PTik,�h,�t>, wherePTik⊆PLi

is a list of plan templates,�h is a binary relation establishing a hi-
erarchy onPTik, and�t is another binary relation establishing a
temporal order onPTik. The planpik is represented by a hierarchi-
cal And-tree denoted byPstructik. Plan generation is an iterative
procedure of: (i) plan retrieval, (ii) plan selection, (iii) plan addition,
and (iv) plan interpretation.

At any instant, the agentagi has a number of plans for execution.
These plans are the plans adopted byagi and are stored in theinten-
tion structureISi=[pi1, . . .]. For each planpij∈ISi, the header of
every plan templateptijm in pij , is referred asintentionintijm. The
agent often has information about other agents inAgents. This in-
formation is stored in thesocial descriptionSDi = {SDi(ag1), . . .}.
Each entrySDi(agj) = <Bi(agj),Gi(agj), Ii(agj) >, contains the
beliefs, goals and intentions thatagi believesagj has.

3 THE NEGOTIATION MODEL

Let Ag = {ag1, . . . , agn}, Ag⊆Agents, be a set of autonomous
agents. LetPAg = {p1k, . . . , pnk}, be a set of plans of the agents
in Ag including intentionsIAg = {int1kl, . . . , intnkl}, respec-
tively for agentsag1, . . . , agn. LetConfAg be a conflict of interests
among the agents inAg. This section presents a domain-independent
description of a computational model of negotiation.

3.1 Preparing and planning for negotiation

The prenegotiation model defines the main tasks that each agent
agi∈Ag must attend to in order to prepare for negotiation. A de-
scription of these tasks follows.



Negotiation problem structure generation. A negotiation prob-
lem NPik from the perspective ofagi is a 6-tuple: NPik =
< agi, gik, pik, intikl, Ai, IAi >, wheregik∈Gi is a goal,pik∈PAg

is a plan ofagi for achievinggik, intikl ∈ IAg is an intention of
pik, Ai = Ag − {agi} and IAi = IAg − {intikl}. The prob-
lem NPik has astructureNPstructik consisting of a hierarchical
And-Or tree. Formally,NPstructik is a 4-tuple:NPstructik =
<NPTik,�+

h ,�+
t ,�a>, whereNPTik⊆PLi is a list of plan tem-

plates,�+
h and�+

t are relations similar to�h and�t, and�a is
a binary relation establishing alternatives among the plan templates
in NPTik. The nodes of the And-Or tree are plan templates. The
header of the root node describes thenegotiation goalgik.

The structureNPstructik is generated from planpik by an iter-
ative procedure involving: (i) plan interpretation, (ii) plan retrieval,
(iii) plan selection, and (iv) plan addition.NPstructik defines all
the solutions ofNPik currently known byagi. A solution is a plan
that can achievegik.

Issue identification and prioritization. The negotiation issues of
agi are obtained from the leaves ofNPstructik. Let Lik =
[ptika, . . .] be the collection of plan templates constituting the leaves
of NPstructik. The header of every plan templateptikj ∈Lik is
called a fact and denoted byfikj . Formally, afact fikj is a 3-tuple:
fikj = <isikj , v[isikj ], rikj>, whereisikj is a negotiation issue
(corresponding topnameikj), v[isikj ] is a value ofisikj (corre-
sponding to an element ofpvarsikj), and rikj is a list of argu-
ments (corresponding to the remaining elements ofpvarsikj). Let
Fik = {fika, . . . , fikz} be the set of facts ofNPstructik. Thene-
gotiating agendaof agi is the set of issuesIik = {isika, . . . , isikz}
associated with the facts inFik. The interval of legal values for each
issueisikj∈Iik is represented byDikj = [minikj , maxikj ].

For each issueisikj ∈ Iik, let prikj be its priority andwikj its
importance weight. Let PRik = {prika, . . . , prikz} and Wik =
{wika, . . . , wikz} be the sets of priorities and normalized impor-
tance weights of the issues inIik, respectively.

Limits and aspirations formulation. Limits and aspirations are for-
mulated for each issue at stake in negotiation. Thelimit for issue
isikj ∈ Iik is represented bylimikj and the initialaspiration by
aspt1

ikj , with limikj∈Dikj andaspt1
ikj∈Dikj .

Negotiation constraints definition. Constraints are defined for each
issueisikj∈Iik. Without loss of generality, consider thatagi wants
to maximizeisikj . Hard constraintsare linear constraints that spec-
ify threshold values for the issues. They cannot be relaxed. The hard
constrainthcikj for isikj has the form:hcikj = (isikj ≥ limikj ,
f lex = 0), whereflex = 0 represents null flexibility (inflexibility).
Soft constraintsare linear constraints that specify minimum accept-
able values for the issues. They can be relaxed. The soft constraint
scikj for isikj has the form:scikj = (isikj ≥ aspt1

ikj , f lex = n),
whereflex = n, n∈N , represents the degree of flexibility ofscikj .

Negotiation strategy selection. The agent agi has a library
SLi = {stri1, . . .} of negotiation strategies and a libraryTLi =
{tacti1, . . .} of negotiation tactics.Negotiation strategiesare func-
tions that define the tactics to be used at the beginning and during
the course of negotiation (see subsection 3.4).Negotiation tacticsare
functions that define the moves to be made at each point of the ne-
gotiation process (see subsection 3.5). Strategy selection is an im-
portant task and must be carefully planned [6, 9]. In this paper, we
just assume thatagi selects a strategystrik∈SLi that he considers
appropriate according to his experience.

3.2 The multilateral negotiation protocol

The protocol defines the set of possible tasks that each agentagi∈Ag
can perform at each point of the negotiation process. A negotiation
strategy specifies a particular task to perform from the set of possible
tasks. Aglobaldescription of the negotiation process follows.

The process starts with an agent, sayagi, communicating a ne-
gotiation proposalpropt1

ikm to all the agents inAi. A negotiation
proposalpropt1

ikm is a set of facts (see subsection 3.3). Each agent
agj ∈ Ai receivespropt1

ikm and may decide either: (i) to accept
propt1

ikm, (ii) to reject propt1
ikm without making a critique, or (iii)

to rejectpropt1
ikm and making a critique. Acritique is, for instance,

a statement about issue priorities.
The process continues withagi receiving the responses of all the

agents inAi. Next,agi checks whether a negotiation agreement was
reached. If the proposalpropt1

ikm was accepted by all the agents
in Ai, the negotiation process ends successfully and the agreement
propt1

ikm is implemented. In this case,agi just informs the agents in
Ai that an agreement was reached. Otherwise,agi can act either: (i)
by communicating a new proposalpropt3

ikn, or (ii) by acknowledging
the receipt of all the responses.

The process proceeds with the agents inAi receiving the response
of agi. If agi decides to communicate a new proposalpropt3

ikn, each
agentagj ∈Ai may again decide: (i) to acceptpropt3

ikn, or (ii) to
rejectpropt3

ikn without making a critique, or (iii) to rejectpropt3
ikn

and making a critique. Ifagi decides to acknowledge the receipt of all
the responses, the process proceeds to a new round in which another
agentagk∈Ag communicates a proposal to all the agents inAk =
Ag − {agk}. This is repeated for other agents inAg.

3.3 The negotiation process: individual perspective

The individual model of the negotiation process specifies the tasks
that each agent must perform. These tasks (or processes) are shown in
Figure 1 for the specific case of an agentagi∈Ag that communicates
a negotiation proposal. A description of the main processes follows
(for clarity, we omit the representation of time).

Negotiation proposal generation. This process generates the set of
negotiation proposalsNPSik satisfying the requirements imposed
by the structureNPstructik. The generation ofNPSik is per-
formed through an iterative procedure involving: (i) problem inter-
pretation, (ii) proposal preparation, and (iii) proposal addition. Prob-
lem interpretation consists of searchingNPstructik for any possi-
ble solutionsolikm of NPik and selecting the primitive plan tem-
platesPPTikm = {ptika, . . . , ptikp} of solikm. Proposal prepa-
ration consists of determining anegotiation proposalpropikm =
{fika, . . . , fikp}, i.e., a set of facts corresponding to the headers of
the primitive plan templates inPPTikm. Proposal addition consists
of adding the negotiation proposalpropikm to the setNPSik.

The preparation of a proposalpropikm partitions the setFik

of facts into: (i) subsetpropikm, and (ii) subsetcompikm =
{fikp+1, . . . , fikz}, called proposal complementof propikm, and
corresponding to the remaining facts ofFik. The facts inpropikm

are fundamental for achieving the negotiation goalgik. They are the
inflexible factsof negotiation, forpropikm. The negotiation issues
Ipropikm = {isika, . . . , isikp} associated with these facts are the
inflexible issues. On the other hand, the facts incompikm are not im-
portant for achievinggik. They are theflexible factsof negotiation,
for propikm. The issuesIcompikm = {isikp+1, . . . , isikz} associ-
ated with these facts are theflexible issues.



Figure 1. The negotiation process (perspective of every agent that communicates a proposal).

Feasible and acceptable proposal preparation. This process gen-
erates the set of feasible proposalsFPSik, FPSik ⊆ NPSik,
and the set of acceptable proposalsAPSik, APSik ⊆ FPSik.
Let HCpropikm = {hcika, . . . , hcikp} and SCpropikm =
{scika, . . . , scikp} be the sets of hard and soft constraints for issues
in Ipropikm, respectively. A negotiation proposalpropikm∈NPSik

is feasibleif the issues inIpropikm satisfy the setHCpropikm of
hard constraints. A feasible proposalpropikm is acceptableif the
issues inIpropikm satisfy the setSCpropikm of soft constraints.

Feasible proposal evaluation. This process computes a score for each
proposal inFPSik using anadditive scoring function[10] and or-
ders the proposals in descending order of preference. LetCikm =
(v[isika], . . . , v[isikp]) be the values of the issues inIpropikm

(Cikm is called acontract). For each issueisikl∈Ipropikm defined
over the intervalDikl = [minikl, maxikl], let Vikl be acompo-
nent scoring functionthat gives the score thatagi assigns to a value
v[isikl]∈Dikl of isikl. The score for contractCikm is given by a
functionV :

V (Cikm) =

p∑
j=a

wikj × Vikj(v[isikj ])

The proposalpropikm is identified with contractCikm and both have
the same score.

Feasible proposal selection. This process selects a feasible proposal
propikm ∈ FPSik. The negotiation strategystrik of agi dictates
a tactictactik∈TLi to use (see subsection 3.4). The tactictactik

specifies a particular proposalpropikm (see subsection 3.5).

Feasible proposal modification. This process computes a new pro-
posal from a rejected proposalpropikm. The strategystrik defines
one or more tactics. The tactics modifypropikm to make it more
acceptable (see subsections 3.4 and 3.5).

3.4 Negotiation strategies

This subsection describes two classes of strategies, called concession
and problem solving strategies.

Concession strategiesare functions that define the opening negotia-
tion and concession tactics. These strategies model well-known con-
cession patterns. In this paper, we consider the following three sub-
classes of strategies:

1. starting high and conceding slowly− model an optimistic open-
ing attitude and successive small concessions;

2. starting reasonable and conceding moderately−model a realistic
opening attitude and successive moderate concessions;

3. starting low and conceding rapidly−model a pessimistic opening
attitude and successive large concessions.

The starting high and conceding slowly strategies are formalized
by analogous functions. For instance, a strategyshcs 01 is formal-
ized by a function which takes a set of issues, sayIpropikm, as input
and specifies a tactictactik of a particular class denoted byclass:

shcs 01(Ipropikm) = (class, tactik) |
if: state = initial then:

class = opening negotiation ∧
tactik = starting optimistic

else:
class = constant concession factor ∧
tactik = tough

where state is the current state of the negotiation, and
starting optimistic andtough are tactics (see subsection 3.5). The
strategies in the other two-subclasses are formalized by similar func-
tions.



Problem solving strategiesare functions that define the opening ne-
gotiation, concession and compensation tactics. These strategies of-
ten lead to integrative solutions,i.e., solutions providing high joint
benefit [6, 9]. In this paper, we consider the following three sub-
classes of strategies:

1. low priority concession making− model small concessions on
issues of high priority and large concessions on issues of low pri-
ority;

2. modified logrolling− model large concessions both on issues of
high priority for other agents and on issues of low priority foragi;

3. compensation− model concession patterns similar to the previ-
ous ones until a specific point of the negotiation process; then,
model a partial or total attitude of toughness and compensations
to indemnify for the losses resulting from that attitude.

The strategies in these sub-classes partition a set of issues, say
againIpropikm, into: (i) subsetIprop+

ikm, corresponding to higher
priority issues, (ii) subsetIprop−ikm, corresponding to lower priority
issues, and (iii) subsetIprop±ikm, corresponding to remaining issues.

The low priority concession making strategies are similar. For in-
stance, a strategylpcm 01 that specifies an optimistic opening atti-
tude, small concessions on issues of high priority, large concessions
on issues of low priority, and moderate concessions on the remaining
issues, is formalized by the following function:

lpcm 01(Ipropikm, PRik) = (class, tactik, Iprop+
ikm,

tactik+1, Iprop±ikm, tactik+2, Iprop−ikm) |
if: state = initial then:

class = opening negotiation ∧
tactik = starting optimistic ∧ tactik+j = nil, 1≤j≤2

else: class = constant concession factor ∧
Ipropikm = Iprop+

ikm + Iprop±ikm + Iprop−ikm ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop+

ikm, tactik = tough ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop±ikm, tactik+1 = moderate ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop−ikm, tactik+2 = soft

wheretactik, tactik+1 andtactik+2 are the tactics specified by the
strategy, andmoderate andsoft are tactics (see subsection 3.5).

The logrolling strategies are also similar. For instance, a strategy
mlgr 01 that specifies a realistic opening attitude, small concessions
on issues of high priority, large concessions on issues of low priority,
large concession on issues of moderate priority foragi and high pri-
ority for other agents, and small concessions on the remaining issues
of moderate priority, is formalized by the following function:

mlgr 01(Ipropikm, PRik, PR) = (class, tactik, Iprop+
ikm,

tactik+1, Iprop⊕ikm, tactik+2, Iprop	ikm, tactik+3, Iprop−ikm) |

if: state = initial then:
class = opening negotiation ∧
tactik = starting realistic ∧ tactik+j = nil, 1≤j≤3

else: class = constant concession factor ∧
Ipropikm = Iprop+

ikm+Iprop⊕ikm+Iprop	ikm+Iprop−ikm∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop+

ikm, tactik = tough ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop⊕ikm, tactik+1 = soft ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop	ikm, tactik+2 = tough ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop−ikm, tactik+3 = soft

whereIprop⊕ikm contains the issues of moderate priority foragi and
high priority for other agents,Iprop	ikm contains the remaining is-
sues of moderate priority foragi, PR contains the priorities that
other agents assign to negotiation issues, andstarting realistic is
a tactic (see subsection 3.5).

The compensation strategies are again similar. For instance, a
strategycmp 1 that specifies a realistic opening attitude, a conces-
sion pattern until a pre-defined score, and a general compensation, is
formalized by the following function:

cmp 1(Ipropikm, compikm, PRik) = (class, tactik, Iprop+
ikm,

tactik+1, Iprop±ikm, tactik+2, Iprop−ikm, tactik+3, compikm) |

if: state = initial then:
class = opening negotiation ∧
tactik = starting realistic ∧ tactik+j = nil, 1≤j≤3

else if:V propikm ≥ V limik then:
class = constant concession factor ∧
Ipropikm = Iprop+

ikm + Iprop±ikm + Iprop−ikm ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop+

ikm, tactik = moderate ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop±ikm, tactik+1 = moderate ∧
∀isikj ∈Iprop−ikm, tactik+2 = moderate ∧

else: class=compensation ∧ tactik+j = nil, 0≤j≤ 2 ∧
∀fikj ∈compikm, tactik+3 = general compensation

whereV propikm is the score forpropikm, V limik is a pre-defined
score, andgeneral compensation is a tactic (see subsection 3.5).

3.5 Negotiation tactics

This section describes three classes of tactics, called opening negoti-
ation, concession and compensation tactics.

Opening negotiation tacticsspecify a proposal to submit at the be-
ginning of negotiation. LetNAPSik = FPSik − APSik. In this
paper, we consider three tactics (for clarity, we omit the time):

1. starting optimistic− specifies the proposalpropik1 with the high-
est score;

2. starting realistic− specifies either: (i) proposalpropikh∈APSik

with the lowest score, or (ii) proposalpropikh+1∈NAPSik with
the highest score;

3. starting pessimistic− specifies the proposalpropikn with the
lowest score.

The three tactics are formalized by similar functions. For instance,
the tactic starting optimistic is formalized by the following function:

starting optimistic(FPSik) = propik1 |
∀propikj ∈FPSik, V propik1 ≥ V propikj

Concession tacticsare functions that compute new values for each
issueisikj . In this paper, we consider aconstant concession factor
sub-class of tactics. In this sub-class, we consider five tactics:

1. stalemate− models anull concession onisikj ;
2. tough− models asmallconcession onisikj ;
3. moderate− models amoderateconcession onisikj ;
4. soft− models alargeconcession onisikj ;
5. compromise− models acompleteconcession onisikj .



Let proptn
ikn be a proposal submitted byagi at an instanttn and

rejected. Letv[isikj ]
tn be the value ofisikj offered inproptn

ikn. Let
limikj be the limit forisikj . Let v[isikj ]

tn+2 be the new value of
isikj to be offered in a new proposal. LetVikj be the component
scoring function forisikj . Theconstant concession factor tacticsare
formalized by the following function:

const factor tact(v[isikj ]
tn, limikj , w, cte) = v[isikj ]

tn+2 |

v[isikj ]
tn+2 = v[isikj ]

tn + (−1)w ×
Fc× | limikj − v[isikj ]

tn | ∧ Fc = cte

wherew = 0 if Vikj is monotonically decreasing orw = 1 if Vikj

is monotonically increasing,Fc∈ [0, 1] is the concession factor, and
cte is a constant. The five tactics are defined as follows: the stalemate
tactic byFc = 0, the tough tactic byFc ∈ ]0, 0.15], the moderate
tactic byFc∈ ]0.15, 0.30], the soft tactic byFc∈ ]0.30, 0.45], and
the compromise tactic byFc = 1.

Compensation tacticsare functions that allowagi to “improve” re-
jected proposals in order to indemnify other agents for the losses
resulting from his demands. Successful negotiators often add to the
negotiation agenda issues that they do not really care about, in the
hope that the other parties will feel strong about these issues− strong
enough to be willing to make concessions [10]. In this paper, we con-
sider the following tactic (again, we omit the representation of time):

1. general compensation or flexible fact manipulation− allowsagi

to “improve” a rejected proposalpropikn by adding a flexible fact
fikx∈compikn to propikn.

This tactic is formalized by the following function:

general compensation(propikn, fikx) = propikn |
propikn = propikn + {fikx}

4 RELATED WORK

The design of autonomous negotiating agents has been investigated
from both a theoretical and a practical perspective. Researchers fol-
lowing the theoretical perspective attempt mainly to develop formal
models. Some researchers define the modalities of the mental state of
the agents, develop alogical model of individual behavior, and then
use the model as a basis for the development of a formal model of
negotiation or argumentation (e.g., [5]). However, most researchers
are neutral with respect to the modalities of the mental state and just
develop formal models of negotiation. These models are often based
on game-theoretical techniques (e.g., [4]). Generally speaking, most
theoretical models are rich but restrictive. They make assumptions
that severely limit their applicability to solve real problems.

Researchers following the practical perspective attempt mainly to
developcomputationalmodels,i.e., models specifying the key data
structures of the agents and the processes operating on these struc-
tures. Some researchers start with a particular model of individual
behavior, develop or adopt a negotiation model, and then integrate
both models (e.g., [8]). Again, most researchers prefer to be neutral
about the model of individual behavior and just develop negotiation
models (e.g., [1]). Broadly speaking, most computational models are
rich but based on ad hoc principles. They lack a rigorous theoreti-
cal grounding. Despite these weaknesses, some researchers, includ-
ing the authors, believe that it is necessary to develop computational

models in order to successfully use agents in real-world applications.
Accordingly, this paper presents a computational negotiation model.

As noted, most researchers have paid little attention to the problem
of integrating models of individual behavior with negotiation models.
However, it is one of the costliest lessons of computer science that in-
dependently developed components resist subsequent integration in
a smoothly functioning whole. Components need to be designed for
integration right from the start [2]. Accordingly, this paper presents a
model that accounts for a tight integration of the individual capability
of planning and the social capability of negotiation.

We are interested in negotiation among both competitive and co-
operative agents. Our structure for representing negotiation problems
is similar to decision trees and goal representation trees [3], but there
are important differences. In particular, our approach is based on plan
templates and plan expansion, and not on production rules and for-
ward or backward chaining.

Our negotiation model defines and formalizes a number of nego-
tiation strategies and tactics. Our formulae for modeling concession
tactics are similar to the formulae used by other researchers [1]. How-
ever, our formulae assure that agents do not negotiate in bad faith and
model typical concession magnitudes of human negotiation.

5 CONCLUSION

This article presented a computational negotiation model for au-
tonomous agents. There are several features of our work that should
be highlighted. First, the model is generic and can be used in a
wide range of domains. Second, the structure of a negotiation prob-
lem allows the direct integration of planning and negotiation. Also,
this structure defines the set of negotiation issues. Third, the model
supports problem restructuring ensuring a high degree of flexibility.
Problem restructuring allows the dynamic addition of negotiation is-
sues. Finally, the negotiation strategies are motivated by human nego-
tiation procedures. Our aim for the future is: (i) to extend the model,
and (ii) to continue the experimental validation of the model, namely
to perform an experiment aiming at validating a version of the model
that handles two-party, multi-issue negotiation.
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